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The right software solutions are cornerstones for boosting growth in businesses
that faced challenges this year. Providing excellent customer experiences is no
longer relegated solely to the support team, it’s about baking great CX right into the
product itself–from flexible, self-serve options to seamless user onboarding. 

Qualtrics XM Institute conducted customer research mid-pandemic in May 2020
and found that 94% of software customers who felt their customer experience was
very good would purchase more from the company. Earlier research found that
SaaS companies can double their revenue with improved CX in 36 months.

Exceptional experiences are the new non-negotiable for
modern business users#1#1

https://www.qualtrics.com/xm-institute/roi-of-customer-experience-2020/
https://www.superoffice.com/blog/customer-experience-statistics/


Software is the architecture of the future and today's
businesses are bought in#2#2
Now, more than ever, it’s someone’s primary job to use the software you build.
Bricks-and-mortar shops have expanded to e-commerce platforms, manufacturers
rely more heavily on automation, and organizations across industries had to re-
strategize around remote work. 

McKinsey reports that by May 2020, the world had “vaulted five years forward in
consumer and business digital adoption in a matter of around eight weeks.” 

Flexera’s 2020 State of the Cloud Report surveys (conducted in the first quarter of
2020) found that more than 50% of enterprise workloads and data are expected to
be in a public cloud within 12 months.

https://www.pwc.com/us/en/library/covid-19/coronavirus-impacts-industrial-manufacturing.html
https://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/mckinsey-digital/our-insights/the-covid-19-recovery-will-be-digital-a-plan-for-the-first-90-days
https://info.flexera.com/SLO-CM-REPORT-State-of-the-Cloud-2020


In a time of uncertainty, data is a key differentiator driving
new customer demands#3#3
The Organisation of Economic Cooperation and Development estimates that we’ll
see a global contraction in economic output of –7.6% this year. Data-driven
businesses are 19x more likely to be profitable than organizations that run on
instinct-based decision making alone. 

The success of today’s businesses relies on deep understanding of operational
metrics and customer behaviors. For SaaS companies looking to enhance the value
of their own solutions, providing real-time access to this information and making it
digestible for more types of users is absolutely critical: if data is gold,  you’re
providing the shovel.

https://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/risk/our-insights/the-emerging-resilients-achieving-escape-velocity
https://www.b2bnn.com/2020/03/why-data-driven-b2b-companies-see-more-growth/
https://medium.com/@transitprotocol/business-modelling-why-selling-shovels-during-a-gold-rush-is-the-surest-way-to-make-money-8fdf41f5bc1b


SaaS products need to support more users, wherever they
are, whenever they need#4#4
Data-driven decision making is no longer exclusive to analysts and executives.
Companies are focusing on empowering their front-line workers to make data-
driven decisions on a regular basis to improve productivity and enhance their
offerings. 

Users in every department across every industry need tools that enable them to
access data and surface meaningful insights as quickly as possible. In an era of
remote work and mobile-centric workflows, data exploration can’t be relegated to
the technical department: access to data needs to be democratized so that every
member of every team can act on information quickly, even if they aren’t in the
same room, or even in the same time zone. 

https://www.thoughtspot.com/data-chief/understanding-link-between-frontline-workforce-empowerment-and-business-success


Online collaboration, visibility, and autonomy are essential
for growth in a new digital era#5#5
55% of remote workers cite not being able to communicate in person as one of
their top three challenges. It’s no secret that collaboration tool usage has
skyrocketed this year: in May alone, 109 million users engaged with the top 8
leading platforms. Not every product needs to become collaboration software, but
increasing the visibility and accessibility of information is more critical than ever.

Removing barriers to data and eliminating silos allows team members across
departments to leverage a holistic and accurate single source of truth. By
providing this level of accessibility, SaaS providers can differentiate themselves
from competitors as customers come to rely on systems that empower them to
easily get answers to the questions they have about their business. 

https://www.computerweekly.com/news/252485202/UK-US-workers-report-overwhelmingly-positive-experiences-of-remote-working
https://www.comscore.com/Insights/Blog/As-Work-From-Home-Numbers-Rise-Due-to-the-Coronavirus-Pandemic-Collaboration-Tools-See-Spikes-in-Usage
https://www.businessinsider.com/cfos-need-to-define-the-single-source-of-truth-2015-10


AI initiatives skyrocket software value and drive new
revenue from diverse user groups#6#6
In 2019, McKinsey reported that businesses that successfully roll out and maintain
AI initiatives are 3x more likely than industry laggards to report revenue gains of
more than 10%. They also report that only 36% of survey respondents said front-
line employees currently use AI insights in real time for daily decision making. 

This represents a huge opportunity for software providers to facilitate zero
learning-curve, AI-driven experiences that allow every user to take advantage of
data and analytics processes designed to automate repeatable tasks, as well as
enable greater user autonomy. When more types of users are able to leverage
such functionality, you can charge more for your solution with confidence that you
provide more value than your competition.

https://chata.ai/blog/ai-in-2020s-new-economic-landscape-a-look-at-the-2019-mckinsey-global-ai-survey/


Today's successful software companies will be
tomorrow's leading data companies#7#7
This year saw some of the largest tech IPOs in history, including the IPO of
Snowflake, the biggest software IPO ever. Economically, data technologies are set
up for massive growth as businesses begin to rely heavily on their information to
get ahead. 

To win in a competitive market, business software needs to surpass the
competition, not only through the primary features and function they offer, but
also in terms of data collection, organization, and accessibility. The more
meaningful insights users can derive from the software they use day-to-day, the
more empowered they’ll be to drive their own business forward, and the more
likely they are to keep investing in your solution.

https://mattturck.com/data2020/
https://mattturck.com/data2020/
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Software on the leading-edge of the market will
propel businesses forward. Last year, Gartner
predicted that by 2021, automation of data science
tasks will enable citizen data scientists to produce a
higher volume of advanced analysis than specialized
data scientists. Teams strategizing to meet future
customer needs are already looking to speed up the
adoption of data access and analytics processes,
acknowledging that continuous economic growth
depends on the agility and stability that flexible,
scalable data access tools can provide.

Reimagining the future of data-driven
organizations#1#1

https://twitter.com/Patticus/status/1316385881188708352?s=20
https://chata.ai/blog/conversational-technology-and-the-future-of-data-driven-business/


#2#2
Providing resources that today’s customers and users
need to succeed positions SaaS providers as growth
enablers and sets them apart from the competition.
Qualtrics XM Institute reports that 96% of software
customers are more likely to recommend a product
based on great customer experiences. Responding to
current challenges by talking to customers directly,
understanding their needs, and delivering solutions
that solve problems and help them reach their goals
creates a positive feedback loop, increasing the loyalty
and retention that boosts subscription rates. 

Play a key role in your customers' most
successful strategies

https://www.qualtrics.com/xm-institute/roi-of-customer-experience-2020/


#3#3
While customers and users can be empowered
through software to leverage insights and make
data-driven decisions, SaaS teams know that taking
a data-backed approach drives outcomes within
their own business. Having a clear understanding of
product usage, customer feedback, market
statistics, and other metrics allows teams to build
strategically for the highest ROI. Taking note of new
trends and proactively tying business goals to
customer demands helps SaaS companies innovate
effectively and narrow in on high-value additions or
updates to their product.

Make impactful data-driven decisions
that win data-driven customers



Read the E-Book Talk to Us

Learn more about how conversational AI
built for dynamic text-to-SQL translation
can help SaaS teams deliver better data
access tools to the data-driven businesses
they serve in our e-book, Driving Digital
Transformation: Conversational AI for Next-
Generation Data Access & Analytics.

AutoQL enables software providers to deliver unparalleledAutoQL enables software providers to deliver unparalleled
data access, anywhere in their applicationdata access, anywhere in their application  

Drive new value in the software
you already build with intuitive
data on demand functionality
any business user can leverage,
just by asking questions in their
own words. Get in touch with us
to see learn more!

https://share.hsforms.com/1qz6VgwFyTJuKngYmUwXQYA34czs
https://chata.ai/
https://chata.ai/

